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Animals
 Write the words.

fin   crab   feather   dinosaur   claws   extinct
butterfly   camel   flamingo   beak

 1

beak   
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snail   swan   shell   tortoise   insects
squirrel   starfish   jellyfish   octopus   fur

   

Now check your answers in your Primary i-Dictionary!
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Animals

 Write the words and match.
lleyjsihf 1 jellyfish

atrisshf 2  

sinal 3  

macle 4  

opotcus 5  

dnoisaru 6  

 2

  Write the names of 2 animals with the following
body parts.

fin 1 fish  shark

claw 2    

feather 3    

shell 4    

fur 5    

beak 6    

 3
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Animals

 Read and write true or false.  4

Dinosaurs are extinct. 1 

 true

Crabs have got feathers.2 

  

Squirrels have got fur. 3 

  

Tortoises have got shells.4 

   
Flamingos have got wings.5 

   
Insects have got fins. 6 

   

 Read and write the animals.

I’m very small. I’ve got wings and many beautiful colours. I fly over 1 
trees and rivers. I live in gardens and parks. 

butterfly

I’m very small. I’ve got a shell on my back and I move very slowly. I live 2 
in gardens and I eat lettuce and grass. In the winter I sleep in a box. 
 

I lived a long, long time ago. I was very big. I had claws, but I didn’t have 3 
fins or feathers. People usually think of me as a very dangerous animal. 
 

I’m tall. I’ve got long, thin legs and a long, black beak. My feathers are a 4 
beautiful pink colour. I live near rivers and lakes. 
 

I live in rivers and lakes. My feathers are usually white, but they can also 5 
be black or brown. I’ve got a very long neck and an orange beak. I move 
slowly through the water, but I can also move very quickly and I can fly. 
 

 5
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Animals

  Listen to the Animals song again. Match the animals with the 
correct place. 

1 bats a bath

2 butterflies b chairs 

3 lions c basement

4 crocodiles d window

5 sharks e living room

6 insects f bedroom

7 chickens g swing 

8 swan h kitchen 

  Where do the animals usually live? Read, choose the word 
and write. 

Bats live in 1 caves.

a jungles   b caves   c the sea  

Octopuses live in 2  

a the sea   b trees   c the countryside 

Crocodiles live in 3  

a caves   b rivers   c gardens 

Sharks live in 4  

a forests   b the countryside   c the sea

Chickens live in 5  

a rivers   b parks   c the countryside on farms  

Swans live in 6  

a lakes   b gardens   c trees 

 6
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Animals

 Read and write the words to complete the text.

Milly has always loved animals. She likes to learn about how animals live. 

She goes to the beach and looks for starfish on the sand and catches 
1 crabs.

Milly’s favourite animal is the 2   She likes the beautiful pink 

colour of its 3   She also likes its small, black 
4   and long, thin legs. Milly wants to travel to Bolivia in 

South America when she is older to see this animal in the wild. 

Milly also likes 5   She has read many books about these 

strange, strong creatures. Milly often asks herself one question: Why did 

these animals become 6    ? It’s a great mystery. 

 Now choose the best title for the text. Tick (✔) 1 box. 

Milly’s Interest in Animals 

Milly Goes on Safari 

Milly’s Dinosaur Dream 

I know 20 new ANIMAL words!

 9
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Super Good Satisfactory

dinosaurs   claw   extinct   flamingo   beak
crabs   camels   fin   feathers   shell
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